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REGISTRATIONS ARE OPEN!
The conference will bring together all our partners including the public authorities that took part in YEIP, as well as young people, decision makers and
scholars from across Europe. Through keynotes and workshops, we will debate
solutions, identify best practices and create much needed space for discussion
and networking opportunities.
This conference will focus on young people, aiming to push barriers for European and national policymaking and practice through the presentation of
evidence-based solutions and giving a platform to the voices that are rarely
heard to lead on debates that affect them. The conference will also launch the
e-book that will publish the results and evidence from the project including
the views of over 3000 young people and professionals on the issue of youth
violent radicalisation and what works for policy and practice.
PROGRAMME AND REGISTRATION
https://www.iars.org.uk/online/8conference/

WWW.YEIP.ORG

YEIP CONSORTIUM

YEIP is led and co-ordinated by the IARS International Institute and delivered in partnership with 18
partners from seven EU countries.

The partnership includes:

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

UK: The Home Office | Greece: Ministry of Environment, Energy and Climate Change Koinofelis
Epicheirisi Ipiresion Neapolis Sykeon (Common
Benefit Enterprise for Services of Neapolis Sykies) |
Cyprus: Municipality of Engomi, | Italy: Regione
Ligura | Portugal: Câmara Municipal de Oliveira
de Azeméis | Sweden: Lansstyrelsen I Kalmar Ian |
Romania: National Council for Combating Discrimination, & Ministry of Education, Research, Youth
and Sports – Institutul de stinte ale educatiei.

TARGET GROUPS

UK: Khulisa | Buckinghamshire New University

RESEARCH PARTNERS

UK: The IARS International Institute
Greece: Kentro Merimnas Oikogenieas Paidiou
Cyprus: Centre for Advancement of Research and
Development in Education Italy: Anziani e non solo
Portugal: INOVA+
Sweden: Linneus Universitetet
Romania: Fundatia Schottener Servicii Sociale

YEIP was developed in response to the Call for proposals
EACEA No 34/2015 Key Action 3: Support for policy reform
- Initiatives for policy innovation – [European policy experimentations in the fields of Education, Training and Youth
led by high-level public authorities]. The project is co-funded
under Erasmus+ Grant Agreement N° 2016-2927 /9.

CALL FOR PAPERS

WE HAVE AN OPEN CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
TO PRESENT AT WORKSHOPS AT OUR
INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL CONFERENCE
We are interested in topics covering European voices on youth matters with a focus on violent youth radicalisation, empowerment and social inclusion. The deadline is 6th January 2020 and should be sent to yeip@iars.org.uk Include in
the email subject “Abstract submission” and address it to Dr. Theo Gavrielides
Abstracts should be a maximum of 200 words and include a proposed title, name of presenter and any affiliations. Your
submission should be submitted in English.
Further information and how to apply can be found on the conference website or you can contact yeip@iars.org.uk.
In addition, we would greatly appreciate it if you could help promote our conference through your network. Entry is free
for all students and as mentioned above bursaries are available to relevant adult stakeholders.

NEW YOUTH-LED RESEARCH DATA
ON VIOLENT YOUTH
RADICALISATION
The Youth Empowerment and Innovation Project (YEIP) released new data that was collected through youth-led research that was carried out by 74 young people in the UK, Greece, Cyprus, Italy, Portugal, Sweden and Romania with 400
research participants.
Over two years, the Erasmus+ funded project coordinated by the IARS International Institute under the leadership of
Professor Theo Gavrielides trained local teams of young people who conducted original fieldwork in schools, youth
prisons, universities, migrant centres and online.
The new evidence in the discourse of violent youth radicalisation show a link between discrimination and the underlying
pull and push factors that lead to extreme ideologies. Although there are differences in the shapes and forms that the
phenomenon takes in the project countries and across Europe, there is a common thread characterising the paths to violent radicalisation. The project argues that if this thread is addressed at an EU policy level, then Europe stands a better
chance in addressing the rising nationalism and extremism. This thread is very much attached to how young people at
risk of violent radicalisation are “managed” by the existing justice system as “risks”. This creates further alienation and
division, while recidivism rates and this new research point out that the current approach has failed.
DOWNLOAD THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND THE NATIONAL REPORTS
https://yeip.org/2019/11/07/new-youth-led-research-data-on-violent-youth-radicalisation-just-released/

TOOLKIT FOR

TOOLKIT FOR

POLICY MAKERS

PROFESSIONALS

The Erasmus+ funded Youth Empowerment and Innovation
Project (YEIP) launched a free toolkit for policymakers which aims to tackle and prevent marginalisation and violent
radicalisation among young people in Europe.

This toolkit, developed as part of the YEIP - Youth Empowerment and Innovation project, is an instrument designed for
professionals working with young people, aimed at helping
them to prevent radicalization and marginalization.

The toolkit comprises of theory, videos, self-reflection tools and external resources which encompass four topics:
understanding the radicalisation phenomenon, positive
psychology and the Good Lives Model, listening to young
people and promoting their participation from a human
rights perspective and combatting radicalisation through
conflict resolution and critical thinking.

The toolkit teaches professionals to use the YEIP prevent
model, based on the principles of positive psychology, Good
Lives Model and restorative justice.
REGISTER FOR FREE HERE:
https://yeiptraining.org/login/index.php

DOWNLOAD THE TOOLKIT
https://yeip.org/download/1656/
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